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Inauguration of the Yves Saint Laurent Museum in Marrakech (mYSLm):
Artelia commissioned to manage this unique project

Built just 300 metres from the Majorelle Garden, which was acquired by Yves Saint Laurent and Pierre
Bergé in 1980, the Yves Saint Laurent Museum in Marrakech will be unveiled to the general public on
19 October 2017. Designed by architecture firm Studio KO, this building, which has a total surface area
of about 4,000 m2 will exhibit splendid Haute couture creations by Yves Saint Laurent inside the
permanent exhibition hall.

Artelia, the leading French independent engineering firm in the fields of building construction,
infrastructure, industry, water and the environment, was appointed to act as assistant to the Owner
and manage this unique project from the design phase through to the implementation of works and
subsequent acceptance operations. Artelia’s teams were also commissioned to provide OPC
(organisation, planning and coordination) services.

The mYSLm, much more than just a museum

Pierre Bergé, co-founder of the prestigious fashion house and sponsor of this project, wanted this
venue to be dedicated to the designer but also to culture.

Thus, in addition to the permanent exhibition hall, the Museum also comprises:

 a temporary exhibition hall to present master paintings amongst other things,

 an exquisitely designed 150-seat auditorium (the Pierre Bergé auditorium), which can be
transformed into a recital hall, a conference room or even a projection room providing a high-
end visual and acoustic experience for enhanced comfort,

 a library containing invaluable old books on Morocco,

 an area for conserving and restoring designer collections, a bookshop and a café.

These different areas pay tribute to fashion and Morocco, two themes that were dear to Yves Saint
Laurent.

Original and innovative technical design

The very stringent requirements in terms of museography, scenography, acoustics and flow
management, and the building’s specific architectural features have called for Artelia’s project
management team to draw on all its technical skills, while also opening the door to innovative ideas.

The construction process, which was a one-of-a-kind experience, involved materials that are just as
unique: oak, glass, stained-glass, terrazzo and zellige, a typical component of Berber and Arabo-
Andalusian architecture. Local workers and craftsmen were given preference for the works involving
terrazzo and zellige.
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One of the materials used, Tecu®Brass, was especially complicated to install. This special alloy of

copper and zinc has the distinctive characteristic of changing appearance in the course of time and as
it is exposed to ambient air.

Sustainability aspects also played a part in the design of the building, including an external wall with an
air-gap and insulation material, double glazing with a solar protection coating, and a rainwater
recovery system.

Lastly, in order to guarantee the different collections exhibited were safe and protected, a system was
installed to ensure stability in terms of atmospheric moisture and volatile organic compounds.

Players involved in the project

Design architect: Studio KO
Executive architect: Claire Patteet
Scenographer for the exhibition and shop: Christophe Martin
Scenographer for the café-restaurant: Yves Taralon
Consultant for the auditorium and acoustics aspects: Theatre Projects
Architecture consultant for the storage areas and conservation aspects: Jean-Michel Rousseau
Architecture consultant for conservation aspects: X-Art conservation préventive
Landscaper: Madison Cox
Lighting engineer: I.C.O.N.
Lighting signage: Studio Apeloig
Assistant to the Owner: Artelia
Assistant to the Owner for security/prevention aspects: Cabinet Pierre Zapata
Structural design office: Gold Études
Fluid network design office: Omnium Technologique / Luseo
Economist: CB Économie
Inspection agency: Socotec
Organisation, Planning, Coordination (OPC): Artelia
General contractor: Bymaro (Moroccan subsidiary of Bouygues)

A few words about Artelia:

Artelia is an international, multidisciplinary consultancy, engineering and project management group
specialising in the sectors of building construction, infrastructure, water and the environment. With 4000
employees and turnover of €439m in 2016, Artelia is one of France’s leading groups in the sector.
Internationally, the group has offices in more than 35 countries in Europe, Africa, the Middle East, Asia and
South America. Artelia is 97% owned by its managers and employees..
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